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ARCHBISHOP BARRY HICKEY 

Statement 

HON KATE DOUST (South Metropolitan — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [8.51 pm]: I rise tonight to 

say a few words to acknowledge the recent retirement of the Catholic Archbishop of Perth, Archbishop Barry 

James Hickey. Archbishop Hickey retired last week after more than 20 years in service to the Catholic 

community of Western Australia and to the Western Australian community in general. He has not only made 

quite a significant contribution to the Catholic community but also been involved in trying to improve the lives 

of many members of the Western Australian community who are outside the faith. 

Archbishop Hickey was born and bred in Western Australia in 1936. He is from Leonora. He was educated in the 

goldfields. He entered the seminary in Guildford and then continued his studies for the priesthood in Rome. He 

was ordained in Rome in 1958. He served in a range of parishes throughout Perth, West Perth and Highgate, 

both as an administrator and parish priest. In the last couple of years, whilst St Mary’s Cathedral was being 

remodelled and rebuilt, he spent some time in the Victoria Park parish of St Joachim’s when it became the Pro-

Cathedral. It was a very pleasant experience for parishioners in Victoria Park to be able to attend mass with the 

Archbishop on a regular basis. 

He has not only a Bachelor of Arts from Western Australia but also a Master of Social Work. I think his work 

experience in that particular area was one of his guiding forces in some of the projects that he has become 

involved with through his work in the various parishes in Western Australia. He has received a number of 

awards. He became a member of the Order of Australia in 1977 and received a Centenary Medal in 2003. He is 

an author who has had a couple of books and articles published. He has also held a number of Western 

Australian government appointments, particularly in areas that I know he was interested in. He was on the 

Homeless Persons’ Advisory Committee, the WA Ethnic Affairs Advisory Committee and the Northbridge 

History Project—I think he was a Premier’s appointment and chairman of that particular committee.  

I pick up on the Homeless Persons’ Advisory Committee because from time to time I had cause to meet with the 

archbishop over a range of matters and at one point, when he was not living in Bishop’s House, but was in a 

small house just alongside that building, he talked at great length about the problems in Perth for homeless 

people in finding a bed for the night or a safe or dry place to sleep. He talked about the number of people who 

would come and stay in and around his home. He was very concerned for the future of those individuals and he 

talked about the need for government to provide a range of options of safe and dry places for those people to 

sleep in and to give them the opportunities to get on with their lives.  

The archbishop was appointed to the Diocese of Geraldton in 1984 and he was installed as the Bishop of 

Geraldton in the same year. He stayed there until 1991 and was then elected to the Archdiocese of Perth and was 

installed as the Archbishop of Perth in August of that year. Since that time, until about a week ago—I think, 

21 March—he remained in the position of Archbishop of Western Australia.  

When met privately, Archbishop Hickey is a fairly quiet and restrained gentleman. He is very well regarded, 

particularly amongst the parishioners. I know he was very active in media and I do not know whether anyone 

watched it over the last few years, but he had a little TV slot on the weekends on which he would talk about a 

particular issue. I think it was very good and I understand it was well received. Being fluent in Italian, he would 

speak on Italian radio from time to time and is much loved by the Italian Catholic community here in Perth for 

his efforts there as well.  

I understand he is a very keen West Coast Eagles supporter. That is probably the only negative we would have 

against the archbishop! He is very passionate about his football team.  

I understand that he also enjoys travel. I am told that from time to time he would lead pilgrimages in various 

parts of Europe that would ultimately end up in Rome. A lot of people were always very keen to travel with him 

because he was very knowledgeable about those parts of the world and certainly very popular with the people 

who travelled with him. He has an extensive knowledge of those parts of the world, and also of its history and 

theology, which he is able to share with his fellow travellers. 

The archbishop was engaged in projects to try to improve the lot of people who were perhaps homeless or 

vulnerable. He was involved in establishing the shopfront in Maylands to assist people who were homeless or 

who needed support or guidance. He was also involved in setting up the Daydawn Advocacy Centre and I know, 

having dealt with some people there, that it is an excellent service for people who need help. Earlier this year we 

had cause to engage with some people there who were having problems with the Department of Housing. 

He has been very active in building Catholic education throughout Western Australia. There have been 

significant changes in the Catholic education curriculum over the last few years, particularly in the high school 
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system. All Catholic high school students in Western Australia are now required to do, I think, about 

200 minutes a week of Catholic education and religion, and it is now a compulsory tertiary entrance examination 

subject for all Catholic education students. 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich interjected. 

Hon KATE DOUST: That is right and well done to Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich. 

I think it has been quite a significant change. Both my daughters have done those subjects as TEE subjects.  

Archbishop Hickey has acted as chaplain to both Mercedes and Trinity Colleges and having had my children at 

both of those schools, I have from time to time had the benefit of participating in mass with him. I know he was 

much loved by those students and had an excellent rapport with students from both of those schools.  

I think that over time, as he travelled throughout the state, Archbishop Hickey built up a reputation amongst the 

Catholic community; he is very well regarded. His sermons were balanced, informed and very educated. I know 

that from time to time I and a number of other members had cause to speak to him about a range of issues dealt 

with in this Parliament and to seek advice or the view of the church, if it was a particular moral or ethical issue. 

He always gave good, sound, educated advice and in a lot of cases took a very good, practical and commonsense 

approach in how to deal with some of these matters. 

I understand that although the archbishop may be formally retired, he will continue to participate in a local parish 

in the provision of mass and working with communities. Sometimes we do not always acknowledge the sacrifice 

individuals make when they take on religious vows and serve the community. Given Archbishop Hickey’s high-

profile position, from time to time conflict came up or he provided a response that may not have been so popular 

in the broader community; it is important to note that he managed that on the vast majority of occasions very 

well and has continued to do whatever he can to both grow and hold together the Catholic community in Western 

Australia. I was very fortunate to be invited to attend the archbishop’s farewell mass at the cathedral. It was a 

great celebration for the Catholic community to acknowledge his tenure in the role and his great contribution to 

the Catholic community. I think that it is appropriate on these occasions that we note the hard and significant 

work of such great individuals as Archbishop Barry Hickey. 

Members: Hear, hear! 

 


